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Engage Lean Process Modeler 

The Number 1 Lean process modeler in Holland used by public and private sector blue 

chip companies. With 2700 active users spread 50/50 across public and private sectors. 

Replace post it and paper workshops with live process mapping. It enables you to map 

your processes in a workshop friendly tool, share your processes immediately after the 

workshop with stakeholders and encourage greater participation. Do more for less with 

this Business Analyst friendly tool. 

 

This is the most user friendly mapping tool on the market. Never draw a line, never move 

boxes around to insert a forgotten step, no need to redraw a map to look at a role or 

system swim lane, just click a button to look at a new perspective. Need to add additional 

attributes to steps (such as location or phase)? Then just add a table and add to your 

process maps. 
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Don’t waste time writing up workshops, use those workshops more effectively to focus on 

the processes and to add break time, costs and processing time to your process steps. 

Apply a lean approach to your process improvement engagements. 

 

The modeler uses user friendly business focused icons to help with engagement and aid 

understanding. Add a value chain to your process steps and enrich maps with inputs and 

outputs to your steps. Analyse your processes through multiple perspectives from a single 

map.  
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Easily highlight areas of concern and opportunities for improvement in the process 

viewer. Take the process onto another level and simulate the effect of the resources on 

your process delivery. 

 

 

Accurately cost your processes, capturing processing and break times in your workshops. 

Compare your As Is and To Be processes and make easy business cases for change. 
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Easy export of maps to visio, pdf or image files and process metrics to excel. Generate your 

business cases direct from your process maps and compare costs and benefits of different 

process improvements or project phases. Justify that investment in new systems or 

integrations with hard facts. 
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All this functionality and much more is available in the basic process modeler. You will 

never go back to visio or to paper after using this excellent mapping tool. Easily export 

your maps and analysis to multiple formats (word, pdf, visio, excel to name but a few) and 

compare your As Is and To Be process costs and timescales. 

 

 

Need to deliver significant business improvements and efficiencies? Then this is the tool 

for you. Considering integrating or implementing a new system? Then get the real process 

data and understanding to inform your choices. 

BENEFITS 

 Accurate capture of process costs and timescales 

 Process timescales mapped 

 Workshop friendly 

 Offline capability 

 Analysis tools to assist process analysis and improvement 

 Engaging for your stakeholders with user friendly symbols 

 Agile process development with no more post workshop write ups 

 Easily compare process improvement options with costs and benefits identified 
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 Share maps straight out of workshops to save time and speed up BPR exercises 

 Brainstorm and SWOT analysis through engaging electronic applications for apple, 

android, windows, blackberry as well as traditional desktop or laptop 

collaboration 

 Easy export to standard formats for report or business case creation 

 Model and cost processes and their improvements 

 Simulate your processes to understand bottlenecks or to design new service 

delivery requirements 

 Try new options and compare the impact on cost, time and quality 

 Cloud based for easy scalability and sharing 

 4 yearly updates at no cost and excellent support at no additional cost 

 No onboarding costs and up and running within an hour 

 Licence cost complete covered by time saving for analysts in year 1  

 Wider process suite available  

 Try before you buy option 

 3 month licence available 

 Training and consultancy services available 
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Engage Process Suite 

We offer a range of licence options to allow customers to take none, one, some, or all of the 

excellent modules available within the process suite to assist your process improvement 

projects and your process library requirements. The modules within the suite are detailed 

below and the licence options are detailed in the pricing options. 

Brainstorm 

Enable quick and easy brainstorming sessions via apps for android, apple or windows or 

through laptop and desktop browsers. Rid yourself of post-its and post workshop write 

ups. Improve engagement and participation in the workshop by letting users update 

digital brainstorms via their device of choice. Easily export and share the outputs saving 

time and effort in report writing. 
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User Manager 

Enable granular control over user access to process maps and what they can do with 

them. Satisfy audit requirements by keeping your processes as secure or open as is 

required within your organisation. Manage your security requirements and restrict access 

to specific IP’s. 
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Tables 

Need more details to be stored against process steps and more ways to analyse the 

processes and workflows? Add additional details in new tables via the table manager and 

add them against individual process steps using the standard interface. Use these 

additional pieces of information to automatically make new swim lane views for analysis 

just by adding the table. An example may be to extend the existing process attributes with 

a table for the location the work is done this can then easily allow you to view a process in 

a location swim lane. Add bespoke process icons for your organization or any other details 

you want to extend your maps with and enhance your process analysis. 

 

 

Feedback module 

Use the feedback module to allow the process to be published and stakeholders to 

comment directly on the maps or process steps. Use this feature to stay on top of 

stakeholder feedback in an agile way and publish maps and corrections prior to the follow 

up To Be workshops. As the process publisher you receive automatic emails when users 
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make comments. Another complimentary tool within the suite used to improve 

engagement and make the process improvement process more efficient. Clients are using 

this tool to truly embed the culture of continuous improvement by making the process 

under a continuous review and improvement cycle. 

 

 

 

Publisher / Digital Process Handbook 

Need to support ISO 9001, audit or training requirements for your team? How about using 

the publisher to create your single source of process information? Publish all your 

processes and offer a single source of process information. Combine with the other 

powerful tools within the suite to further embed a process focus, stakeholder engagement 

and culture of continuous improvement. Provide drill through overview to enable easy 

navigation to processes. 
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Document upload 

Upload documents and links to your existing process maps enabling a greater level of 

detail within your maps. Used in conjunction with the publisher this can really bring your 

processes to life and deliver you an online handbook. 
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Teamboard 

A new module currently in beta release offering agile Kanban board style functionality. 

The module enables you to attach activity to particular process maps. This is a really 

helpful addition to the suite to aid management of agile process improvements using the 

lean process modeler. 
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Testimonials 

“The workshops helped the IPCC to get a quick grip on processes and get to some good 
results; we lowered costs by more than 8% of the directorate budget per annum and more 
importantly introduced a cultural shift toward ongoing improvement.”  
 
 

Jason Taylor, Independent Police Complaints Commission 

 

“The ENGAGE Process Suite helps us and our clients to make public services cheaper and more 
effective”  

 

Chris Holman, Manager consulting at PinkRoccade Local Government 

 

“Process improvement is a lot better and faster than before, because employees can 
immediately identify where the bottlenecks are in the current process and remove and 
address them when modelling the desired process.” 
 

MUNICIPALITY HORN 

“Axxor, international supplier of paper honeycomb set itself the target to pass the time right 
ISO audit in 2014 and no "process failures". The whole process handbook was created for this 
purpose back in the ENGAGE Process Suite. The next audit was completed with flying colours.” 
 

SJOERD KLEISTERLEE - Quality & LEAN manager van AXXOR 

 

“You're building with all group members together directly to a process. Complex processes are 

made transparent; you can instantly streamline the entire process, no matter how complex 

the process is.” 

GERCO VERVENNE - Atlant Group, Helmond 
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Service description Process Modeler and Process Suite G-
Cloud 7 

With the Engage modeler and process suite you can be up and running within an hour of 

order. No onboarding is required and off-boarding is completely within your control with 

easy export to numerous standard file types. 

Once you have signed up for a service, we can offer various professional services to ensure 

you get the best from our products. These professional services include: business analysis; 

training; project management; process mapping and knowledge transfer. See our SFIA 

schedule of rates for further detail. 

Whether you take the process modeler or the full suite we will offer you top class support 

and services to enable you to deliver process excellence. 

 

Email sales@weareleanandagile.com for more information 
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Pricing Options 

All costs exclude VAT 

PROCESS SUITE 

  ENGAGE Process Suite  

 SME Bronze Silver Gold Platinum 

Lean Process Modeler users 2 5 10 10 20 

of which concurrent 1 1 2 2 4 

Viewer users (concurrent) 5 10 25 25 50 

      

Supporting modules      

Brainstorm √ √ √ √ √ 

Tables √ √ √ √ √ 

User Manager √ √ √ √ √ 

      

Additional modules      

Feedback   Select 1 √ √ 

Publisher √  Select 1 √ √ 

Teamboard   Select 1 √ √ 

Upload   Select 1 √ √ 

      

Support       

Support mail √ √ √ √ √ 

Support calls √ √ √ √ √ 

      

Subscription costs in GBP per year       2,627 3,132        4,738    5,541 7,147 

3 month trial price 657 783 1185 1385 1787 
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PROCESS MODELER 

 Lean Process Modeler 

 Professional Multi User 

Modeler Named Users 1 5 

Of which Concurrent 1 1 

   

User Manager  √ 

Authorisation  √ 

Brainstorm √ √ 

   

Support   

Support mails √ √ 

Support calls √ √ 

3 month trial 241 302 

Annual Subscription in GBP 964 1205 
All costs exclude VAT 
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Company Information 

We Are Lean and Agile 

Unit 11 

Hove Business Centre 

Fonthill Road 

Hove, East Sussex 

BN3 6HA 

Tel 07890684159 

www.weareleanandagile.com 

We are Lean and Agile 


